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CEO MESSAGE
If the events of last year were anything to go by, predicting how this year is going to play out will be extremely difficult.
2020 tested our industry’s resilience, however we have proven equal to the challenge. On top of operating safely through the pandemic, our
industry also managed to increase our production levels, raise capital for new exploration projects, re-organise our workforce and projects to
deal with constantly changing border restrictions, all the while keeping our employees and communities safe.
This is impressive by any standard and has set our industry up for what has been a strong start to the year.
Regrettably, the vaccination effort in Australia is facing challenges, and now likely means that Australian will not be fully vaccinated before
the end of the year. This will also likely slow the ability of our country to re-open. With vaccination efforts in most countries also hitting major
obstacles, the likelihood of Australia being able to open our international border this year is low.
However, within Australia employment opportunities are strong, and our industry is expanding, but the downside of this is finding new workers for
our growing workforce.
AMEC has seen significant growth with the Association now representing over 350 members across the country.
We have also seen our industry move with the times to keep up the community’s expectations. I am continually impressed with the way our
industry addresses public concerns and improving the way we operate to build the trust of the community.
This is something we will need to continue to work on, and AMEC will be shortly launching our new community focused campaign aimed at
improving public sentiment towards our industry. Based on research and focus groups, the campaign highlights the innovative work our industry
is doing to protect and enhance the natural environment.
From a company’s commitment to zero net emissions, to producing low
chlorine sulphate of potash that will help to sustain Australian agriculture,
there are so many exciting stories, companies, and projects that we will be
sharing with the rest of Australia, so keep an eye out for this campaign.
The campaign and its theme are timely given the number of recent State and
Federal announcements for investment into the renewables sector, and as
we look at ways we can capitalise on the downstream processing of critical
minerals and manufacturing benefits.
While I cannot predict what this year has in store for us, our industry is well
prepared for whatever is ahead. And as Australia looks to accelerate our
economic recovery the mining and exploration industry can expect to being
doing much of the heavy lifting. AMEC will be working to ensure supportive
industry policies remains a priority for governments at all levels.

Warren Pearce

Warren Pearce & WA Minister Johnston MLA, Kalgoorlie WA

AMEC PARTNERSHIPS
We would like to sincerely thank our sponsors and commercial partners for their continuing support. AMEC members are
encouraged to utilise their services at every relevant opportunity
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FEDERAL
The Federal Government has brought an end to the JobKeeper
program which has kept hundreds of thousands of Australians
in work during the pandemic. The impact of this change on
employment and the economy is yet to be seen.
The Federal Government has released the national vaccine rollout strategy and vaccinations have now commenced for priority
populations including aged care and disability care residents
and workers, frontline healthcare workers, and quarantine and
border workers. Critical high-risk workers will be vaccinated in
the second stage of the roll-out, and AMEC and industry are
advocating for this to include resource sector workers that have
close contact with Aboriginal communities, or have significant
interstate or international travel work requirements.
Members are continuing to report challenges created by border
restrictions, including, accessing qualified employees; the health
and wellbeing of employees ‘temporarily’ living away from home
and on longer shifts; related concerns around fatigue, safety and
reliability; and ongoing impacts on production and operations.
AMEC continues to raise these concerns with State Governments,
and the impact of snap border closures on industry, as well as on
certainty for companies and employees. Regrettably, it appears
that snap closures will continue as the response of choice for
much of this year.
AMEC has recently met with the Minister for Resources, Hon
Keith Pitt MP to press for the extension of the Junior Mineral
Exploration Incentive and to explain the importance and influence
of the Junior Mineral Exploration Incentive. AMEC has provided
two detailed submissions into the review process and will
continue to advocate to Government. Conversations continue

into the 2021 Federal Budget process.
The EPBC Review has finally been completed, with the final
report released. However, the recommendations appear to
have little impact on the work already underway, as the Federal
and State Governments are continuing to work toward ‘single
touch’ approvals and Bilateral Assessment and Approvals, along
with agreed National Environmental Standards. AMEC will keep
members updated as more information becomes available.
The Inquiry into the destruction of 46,000 year old caves at
Juukan Gorge in the Pilbara of Western Australia also continues
with further hearings restarting. Companies and their handling
of Aboriginal heritage issues and engagement with traditional
owners continues to be closely watched both nationally and
internationally.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAWE re EPBC Amendment Bill 2021
Minister for Resources re Workplace Exposure Standards
Minister for Resources re Fuel Levy
Productivity Commission re National Water Reform
Federal Ministers re JMEI Joint Standing Committee on
Migration re Australia’s Skilled Migration Program
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet re Automatic
Mutual Recognition Scheme
DISER re Oil and Gas Decommissioning
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Western Australia
The Western Australian Election has understandably
dominated the advocacy landscape. With a 53 of 59 seat
victory in the Legislative Assembly, Premier Mark McGowan
was re-elected with a historic majority. The Government now
controls 24 of the 36 Legislative Council seats, granting them
an unfettered ability to pass legislation.
The Election did see notable commitments made from the
Government, both of which have been long advocated for
by AMEC. These include the commitment to not increase the
current Gold Royalty rate in the next term. This commitment
is crucial for the many companies who have invested in the
gold sector. There was also a commitment of $37.4 million to
further the regulation and approvals of the mining and mineral
exploration sector. This will fund the implementation of the
Geoscience Data Transformation Strategy, seeking to digitalise
seven petabytes of data in five years, and delivery of the FastTrack Mining Approvals Strategy which promises halving of
approval timeframes.

StreamlineWA and the related Environment Online programs
which are both nation leading initiatives that will reduce
timeframes while increasing certainty and transparency. AMEC
is supportive of both projects which will reduce administrative
burden for Government and proponents.

These two election commitments build on surge funding
provided to DMIRS and DWER in January 2021. This funding
will increase the number of approvals staff in the two key
approval agencies to facilitate the passage of approvals.
The positions are six-month contracts and seek to increase
capacity so that major projects can progress rapidly.

•
•
•
•

A new Government has led to a reformation of the Cabinet,
with key personnel changes in portfolios. Importantly, Hon
Bill Johnston MLA, retains the Mining and Petroleum portfolio.
Hon Amber Jade-Sanderson MLC will take over the crucial
Environment Portfolio from Hon Stephen Dawson MLC, who
has stepped in to assume the portfolio of Aboriginal Affairs.
Hon Roger Cook MLA now holds the State Development
portfolio.
These four ministers, along with the Premier, will largely
determine the regulatory future of Western Australia’s mining
and mineral exploration industry. This term will see the
progression of a number of key reforms that AMEC have
been working with the Government for a long time. Minister
Johnston has the opportunity to deliver amendments to the
Mining Act that have been in development for over a decade,
low impact notification, and single environmental approvals.
The Environment Minister will oversee the delivery of

The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage reforms remain with the
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage. AMEC has met
with the Department since the Election, and has sought a
meeting with the Minister to clarify the future of this legislation.
On 13 April 2021 the South West Native Title Settlement will
come into effect and the notification of future act processes
under the Native Title Act will cease. This will shorten
timeframes by removing the necessity for the notification period.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
DMIRS re Minerals in Brine definitions and rates in MRF
Animal Welfare Ethics application to fauna surveys
Review of Waste Recovery and Avoidance Act
Vanadium royalty certainty

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443 or Samantha Panickar on 0423 914 249

Bill Johnston MLA, Bill Marmion, Shane Love MLA, Diane Evers MLC, Warren Pearce
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
New South Wales
AMEC kicked off 2021 in NSW with the release the AMEC NSW
Land Access Toolkit for Exploration in February. AMEC listened to
members tell us that land access continues to be a critical issue
in NSW and that the Government resources are out of date and
not compliant with current legislation. We have now delivered
on this resource to support our industry. AMEC initiated the
development of the toolkit and worked in consultation with the
dedicated AMEC NSW Land Access Working Group to ensure
that it is practical for industry on the ground. The toolkit includes
the AMEC land access agreement template; a thorough ‘How to
Guide’ for industry; a set of fact sheets that explain exploration
and techniques for the community and a video to show the
process of exploration and common techniques, all available on
the AMEC website.

AMEC continues to provide events and activities for our members
to connect and learn. We started the year with Breaking Ground
2021, a virtual seminar in February (originally scheduled as an
in-person event then moved online). This was an opportunity
for the leading Government Departments to present to industry
on their plans and priorities for the year ahead in the morning
session. This included a presentation from Georgina Beattie,
the Deputy Secretary of Mining, Exploration and Geoscience
who was appointed just 12 days prior. In the afternoon we took
a deep dive into land access, including hearing from legal and
community experts and ensured that participant questions were
answered by an expert panel. In March, AMEC held a webinar
on the NSW Titles Management System (TMS) following our
successful webinar last year on the Resources Regulator Portal.

AMEC continues to work tirelessly in NSW to ensure that industry
views are heard in Government consultation on a range of policy
and legislative measures. So far this year, our advocacy work has
included proposed reform to prosecution costs in Work, Health
and Safety legislation that could permit Government to recoup
costs, NSW Planning reform in the Rapid Assessments Framework
that will streamline assessments and introduce registration for
environmental practitioners.

Further plans for 2021 are underway, so watch this space for
more information with webinars, seminars and more.
Restrictions due to COVID-19 continue to ease in NSW, and
AMEC has continued to advocate and assist with border changes
and relief for the minerals industry. NSW information available
here.

Another key issue for AMEC is the publication of reports and
data from live tenure. Termed the ‘Sunset Clause’ a regulatory
reform will commence on 1 June 2021 to permit Government to
publish reports from tenure more than five years old from live
tenure (previously, only reports from relinquished tenure could be
published). Views on this matter are diverse and AMEC, together
with industry stakeholders, is working with Government on a path
forward.
The next NSW State Budget is on the horizon and AMEC has
provided a submission to Government. While we acknowledge
that following the devastating impacts of the recent drought,
bushfires, pandemic and floods there will be other priority sectors
and industries, we have provided recommendations to support
the NSW Government mission to make the State the number
one destination for mining investment. This includes delivering
and updating the NSW Minerals Strategy; providing annual cooperative drilling programs; reviewing and reducing fees and
charges as well as the framework for security deposits.

Providing contract Field
Assistants and Geologists to
Exploration and Mining in
New South Wales

For more information
please contact:
admin@munrogeological.com.au
or
+61 427 298 357

AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies
•
•
•
•
•

Revised COVID-19 policy for NSW Mining, Exploration and
Geoscience (MEG)
Publication of reports from live tenure (Sunset Clause)
NSW Budget 2021-22
Rapid Planning Assessments Framework
Proposed amendments to address the limitation on costs in
criminal prosecutions under the Work Health and Safety Act
2011 (NSW).

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252

AMEC NSW Regional Networking Event, Orange NSW
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
South Australia
The passage of the South Australian Mining Regulations
has been stalled by a motion placed on the Parliamentary
Notice Paper in the South Australian Parliament. This motion
is yet to be voted upon, but allows the Legislative Review
Committee the option of disallowing the South Australian
Mining Regulations. A decision to disallow the regulations
would be a blow to South Australia’s investment attractiveness
for mining activity and erode five years of bipartisan effort to
improve the State’s regulatory framework. AMEC has written
to the Committee, and the Opposition, calling for support of the
regulatory framework. The State’s investment attractiveness is
underpinned by the certainty of how regulation operates.
The Legislative Review Committee is not the only delay on
the considerable body of regulatory reform that was to follow
the passage of the Regulations. The Land Access Inquiry
has requested that the Government release all documents
pertaining to land access under the Mining Act 1971. This
non-time limited request could be interpreted to extend back
across 50 years of documentation. Furthermore, AMEC has
voiced alarm with both the Opposition and the Government
that the Inquiry’s request, being from a Parliamentary body, is
not bound by the Freedom of Information Act or conventions
regarding commercial confidentiality or privacy of information.
The uncensored released of 50 years worth of Government
correspondence, forms and reports regarding South Australian
mining and mineral exploration is of serious concern.
AMEC will be providing a submission to the South Australian
Land Access Inquiry, which are seeking feedback regarding
the operation of the land access regime in South Australia.
AMEC will hold a breakfast with members in late April with key
decision makers on this important issue to ensure members
have the latest information as this discussion evolves. This will
form a part of a broader schedule of events that we are looking
to roll out across 2021.
Unusually, the Land Access Inquiry, is not the only
Parliamentary Inquiry afoot that directly relates to the operation
of members. The Chairman of the Tribal Owners of Southern
South Australia, Mark Koolmatrie, called for a Royal Commission
or judicial inquiry into the broader native title regime. The
Premier has responded requesting the Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Lands to review of governance standards in South
Australian Aboriginal community-controlled organisations due

to “mounting concerns within the South Australian Aboriginal
community about poor governance and alleged corruption within
Aboriginal organisations”. The Premier is seeking the “advice
of the Committee on ways to support Aboriginal community
aspirations for self-determination, and would be especially
interested in its recommendations about a comprehensive
governance and capacity-building framework to support SA
Aboriginal organisations and corporations”. AMEC will ensure the
voice of Industry is clearly heard.
Finally, in early March, The Aboriginal Lands Parliamentary
Standing Committee opened an inquiry into Aboriginal heritage
policies and standards in South Australia. AMEC will be
supplying a submission on behalf of Industry.
While the discussion relating to the various parliamentary
inquiries continue, the Department of Energy and Mining has
published a policy that clarifies the framework for tailings
regulation and standards. The Government has a substantial
body of guidance material that it is finalising that AMEC
anticipates to be consulted upon in the coming months.
The Regulations also make provision for the development of
scoping studies and a South Australian Mining Remeditation
Fund that AMEC is preparing to discuss with Government in the
coming months.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•
•

Letter to Opposition calling for passage of Mining
Regulations
Letter to Minister regarding Land Access Inquiry
Letter to Legislative Review Committee re Mining
Regulations
Submission to Department re Land Access

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443

LIDAR 3D IMAGERY
aerometrex.com.au
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Northern Territory
The Northern Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission
Report (TERC) identifies a path for the Territory to economically
restructure, increase investment, and drive growth. Published
in December 2020, the delivery of the TERC Report outcomes
is crucial for the future of the Territory and the mining and
mineral exploration industry.
The Report seeks to achieve a $40B economy by 2030, which
demands an unforgiving sustained average annual Gross State
Product growth rate of 3.9%. Debt is expected to potentially
approach $16B, doubling current levels, by 2030 without
reform.
Not a single major mine has been approved in the last twenty
years in the Territory. The economic impact from the expected
closure of three mines by 2030, including Groote Eylandt will
have on an already constrained NT Budget is enormous.
Cutting across the narrative from the TERC Report is the
environmental reforms, which were consulted upon over the
January break. AMEC has advocated strongly for streamlining,
and the reduction in cost of doing business. All of the
submissions, including AMEC’s can be read here.
Positively the reforms will introduce a tiered approach to
approvals, so while a mine, in all likelihood, will require a
bespoke approval, mineral exploration may be able to enjoy
faster approvals if done in a prescribed manner. If this
approach is adopted, which AMEC is advocating for, the NT will
speed up the approvals process and the time it takes to get
onto the ground. If the Territory legislate this approach, and
then implement it, they could be nation leading.
There are, however, a number of concerns. The discussion
paper lacks considerable and crucial details – for example
what are the thresholds that will underpin the tiered approach?
That is a detail that currently the Government will only provide
in the draft regulations. The attitude towards care and
maintenance is alarming, with hints that the goal posts will
be shifted for applicants who go into care and maintenance.
The back of the discussion paper discusses topics that have
attracted multi-year, multi-discussion paper consultations such
as ‘residual risk’ and ‘chain of responsibility’.

Simultaneously, the Department of Industry, Tourism and
Trades is moving to deliver on long term commitment to
speeding mining management plans for mineral exploration,
extractives and mines. An update of the mineral exploration
Mine Management Plan was recently undertaken, and stripped
back Extractives MMP was also delivered. AMEC is working
with DITT on a ‘bottle neck’ workshop to hear from Industry
what the key concerns with departmental process are.
Transparency continues to be a long-term priority for AMEC, as
we seek to improve the reporting of regulatory statistics, and
particularly approval timeframes.
Progress with the Mining Remediation Fund is anticipated in
coming months, with considerable work being done in the
background to structure how the MRF operates. AMEC has
participated in the Stakeholder Reference Group and met with
the Department frequently to share the views of Industry. The
delivery of a transparent MRF will increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of this important measure to rehabilitate legacy
features across the Territory.
AMEC has also met with those responsible for the delivery
of water reforms. AMEC is concerned that the Government
may reform Strategic Aboriginal Water Reserves and currently
unmetered Bore Water Licences. Further information is being
sought and will be shared with members.
The Annual Geoscience Exploration Seminar (AGES) in Alice
Springs is scheduled for 20 - 21 April 2021. AMEC will be in
attendance, and looks forward to meeting with members in
person there.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•
•
•

Seabed mining consideration
Alice Springs Water Plan
DITT re Exploration Mine Management Plans
DEPWS and DITT re Regulation of Mining Activities Environmental regulatory reform
•
DEPWS re Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management for
New and Expanding Large Emitters
To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen on 0407 057 443

AMEC has met with the Department on multiple occasions and
written to the Minister to outline Industry’s concerns with the
current proposals to draft legislation.

DISCOVERING MORE WITH
AI ENHANCED EXPLORATION
t: +61 3 9618 2500

w: sensore.com.au

e: info@sensore.com.au
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Queensland
AMEC held our first Queensland Advisory Committee Meeting
outside of Brisbane in early February and had a great turn out in
Townsville. Hearing regional feedback face to face instead of over
video was refreshing, and based on this success, we will do it again.
Later the same day, we held a networking function attended by the
Queensland Minister for Resources, Scott Stewart who is also the
Member for Townsville. Also in attendance were several of the team
members from the Department of Resources Townsville team. It was
fantastic to catch up with the team in an informal setting and share
ideas. Minister Stewart really enjoyed the evening and is keen to do
more like it. Hearing from our industry first hand is important to him
and we will endeavour to help make this happen more frequently.

productivity and economic growth, Governments have
identified regulatory reform as a key element of the economic
policy response to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As discussed in the Commission’s paper, Building Economic
Resilience in Queensland, countries with more efficient
regulatory regimes are more likely to experience smaller
economic contractions and faster recoveries.” QPC Regulatory
Paper March 2021

As Queensland AMEC members know, there is a lot happening
“policy wise” in the Department of Environment and Science. This
happens to correlate with a substantial amount of Queensland
AMEC Member issues. To help improve outcomes for members
in this area we are recruiting a new part time team member in
Queensland to assist with this significant and important part of
your business. There are at least five Department of Environment
and Science (DES) consultation processes underway currently and
the extra help is most welcome. One of the main projects we have
been progressing on with DES is Residual Risk. This has been
really interesting to participate in, as there are a lot of low impact
EA surrenders that have minimal residual risk. It’s been great to
represent explorers interests in this process and, as always, AMEC
appreciates the feedback from members during these sessions.

AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:

AMEC and Queensland Members and Stakeholders with
interests in Queensland Vanadium participated in a Queensland
Government meeting to discuss the opportunity for a common user
demonstration plant. Initially the facility would be used for vanadium
with a longer-term view to it being used for other minerals. It is early
days but momentum is building.
The Queensland Productivity Commission released a paper in
March, with the first key point being:
“With the quality of regulation having a direct bearing on

We look forward to working with the Queensland Government
on the Resource Industry Development Plan to help make it
easier for our members to do business in Queensland.

•

Bowen Basin Concept Study

To learn more please contact Kate Dickson on 0455 743 329

QLD Ministerfor Resources Scott Stewart & Director of QLD Kate Dickson
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Victoria & Tasmania
In Victoria, the minerals industry is truly enjoying a new
‘Golden Age’ with the Government 2019/20 annual report
released this quarter showing impressive industry growth.
Highlights included an increase of 23% in exploration
expenditure, 40% in gold production and 20% in royalties
(assisted by six months of the new gold royalty to the value
of $115.6 million). For the 2020 calendar year, ABS figures
showed expenditure on exploration in Victoria was more than
30% increased on the year prior ($152.5 million in 2020 and
$112.8 million in 2019), although Victoria attracted just 5.5% of
the national exploration expenditure in 2020, (up from 4.3%
in 2019). The 2020 Annual Fraser Institute Survey of Mining
Companies released in February noted that considering both
policy and mineral potential, Australia is the most attractive
region in the world for mining investment and that Victoria was
the Australian jurisdiction with the highest increase in its Policy
Perception Index since last year.
COVID-19 restrictions continue to lift in Victoria, with
Government support for the minerals industry, including
deferral on rents and fees lifted in January. Acknowledgement
of the potential impact of COVID-19 on exploration
expenditure, renewals and other requirements remains in
place, with application needed on a case by case basis for
each tenure. Victorian border permits were introduced early in
the year, but note that mining and mineral exploration workers
may apply for a ‘specified worker permit’ for border entry to
Victoria. A reminder that a COVID Safe Plan must be in place
for all operations in Victoria. Further information here.
The keenly anticipated North Central Victorian Goldfields
Ground Release continues to be delayed, with Earth Resources
advising in March that the outcome of the evaluation of tender
responses has not yet gone to the Minister. AMEC and our
members reiterated the commercial importance of the tenders
to many companies and the need for improved certainty.
Following industry consultation last year, Earth Resources has
now released the updated Rehabilitation Bond Calculator. This
calculator was last updated in 2010 and this updated version
has been benchmarked with other States as well as rates in
regional Victoria. The updated rates will be applied through
progressive reviews over the next few years. AMEC will
continue to advocate for a 12-month review of the calculator
and consideration of alternatives to the bond structure such as
a levy.
The next Victorian State Budget is in sight and AMEC has
provided a submission to Government. As with other States,
while we acknowledge that following the devastating impacts
of the bushfires and pandemic there will be other priority
sectors and industries, we have provided recommendations to
ensure that the minerals sector continues to grow to support
the Victorian Government. This includes delivering and
updating the State of discovery: Mineral resources strategy
2018–2023; extending the TARGET drilling program; reviewing
and reducing fees and charges as well as the framework for
security deposits.

AMEC has continued to provide ongoing opportunities for
members with interests in Victoria to connect and learn. We
started the year with Breaking Ground 2021, a virtual seminar
in March. This was an opportunity for the leaders from Earth
Resources to present to industry on their plans and priorities for
the year with an extended Q&A session to ensure that industry
members had opportunity to have their questions answered.
In 2021, AMEC members with Victorian interests will connect
quarterly through the Advisory Committee meetings instead
of the previous monthly member only ‘Virtual Coffee Catchup’
sessions. This will be the opportunity for members with interests
in Victoria to connect, discuss issues important to them and hear
the latest from AMEC.
In Tasmania, the Government started the year with a positive
announcement in January on the expansion of the Mineral
Resources Core Library at Mornington, with funding of $2.4
million that will combine laboratory facilities, currently spread
across two sites, and provide an upgraded and expanded stateof-the-art facility for geoscientific and analytical functions and
“will also provide an up-to-date interface for Mineral Resources
Tasmania’s engagement with industry”. The work is due for
completion by mid-year.
The Government continues to support industry with the Explorer
Support Package announced by the Tasmanian Government
following advocacy by AMEC as COVID-19 restrictions continue
to lift.
Premier Gutwein has now called an election for 1 May, a year
early after the Government was forced into a minority following
the departure of the Speaker. This will be the first time Peter
Gutwein has faced the polls as Premier, having taken over the
role following the resignation of Premier Hodgman.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•

Victorian Budget 2021 -2022
Ongoing review of Victorian Rehabilitation Bond Calculator
and RMS Victoria.

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252
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Strength in every direction.

LEADING THE WAY
IN TECHNOLOGY
IN 2021

/ The Unmanned Drilling Vehicle
(UDV) developed with CORTEX
is an automation and control
platform that is designed with
the explicit aim of maximizing the
automated control, productivity,
and safety of the drilling platform.

/ Machine Data Provider (MDP)

/ This technology also includes Data

is a closed loop ecosystem
designed to monitor, analyze
and manage field assets to
improve operational efficiency.

Analysis, Bag Scanning, Calibration
and Live Plods.

SAFE / LOYAL / PROGRESSIVE / PRODUCTIVE
We deliver excellent and intuitive services tailored to meet the needs of our client’s requirements.
Established in 2005 by Matt and Julie Izett, Ranger Drilling is an Australian owned and operated drilling
company. We are passionate about the drilling industry and specialise in delivering safe and productive
drilling solutions for our customers. This includes a wide range of drilling applications, from Air Core
Drilling, Grade Control, Reverse Circulation Drilling, Diamond Core Drilling, Water Bore Drilling and
Geotechnical installations. Alongside our drill crews, we have qualified maintenance support staff who
monitor and repair equipment and ensure our equipment is working efficiently. With a commitment to
continued excellence, we strive to provide the finest quality sampling and services for all our customers,
enabling us to build long-term relationships with all our customers.

CONTACT
P 08 9409 4402
F 08 9409 4403
E admin@rangerdrilling.com.au
11 Prosperity Ave
Wangara WA 6065
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AMEC EVENTS
Thursday 22 April 2021
AMEC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 28 April 2021
SA MEMBERS DECISION MAKERS BREAKFAST
Wednesday 5 May 2021
QLD ENVIRONMENTAL RISK WORKSHOP
Environmental regulation, risk and liabilities associated with environment incidents could have an impact on your resources projects.
AMEC will be holding a workshop to explore this topic and provide some practical advice on mitigating your risks.
Johanna Kennerley, Partner at Carter Newell, will speak about practical measures to manage the risks and costs associated with an
environmental incident for both the resources proponent and its insurer. Chris Mckeown, QLD Manager at Gallagher will speak to
traditional insurance programs in place to transfer environmental risk at various stages of the project lifecycle. He will also touch on some
recent incidents and claims in this space globally. For more information email events@amec.org.au
Thursday 6 May 2021
WA ENVIRONMENT AND LAND ACCESS FORUM
The mineral exploration and mining industry has played a pivotal role in the strength of Australia’s economy especially during the past 12
months. Western Australia’s post pandemic success and growth will be determined by the effectiveness and efficiency of its regulatory
practices and companies success navigating the regulatory pathway. Following the Western Australian State Election, AMEC will host a
forum on 6 May 2021 to update members with the latest developments in Government approvals and regulations. This full day event will
feature expert speakers from Government and Industry and will be followed by networking drinks. Come to find out what is next for WA
in land access and environmental approvals. Register here
Tuesday 1 June 2021
“MEET THE PRODUCERS” BREAKFAST – SAVE THE DATE
UPCOMING INVESTOR BRIEFINGS AT THE MELBOURNE HOTEL
•
Saturday 29 May 2021
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AMEC OUT & ABOUT

Adrian Larking & Hon Diane Evers MLC

Hon Bill Marmion MLA, Jutta Zimmerman, Adam George

Rowley Pennock, David Parker, Dan Leinfelder

Mike Spreadborough, David Alexander, Brent Steedman

Paula Dell-McCumstie, Kate Dickson, Dan Thomas, Russell Davis

James Newbury, Simon Beams, Steve Jukes, Patty Bryne

OUT AND ABOUT
The AMEC team are regularly out and about promoting the industry and the work of the Association. In the second quarter we will be
attending the following industry events.
•
•
•

Annual Geoscience Exploration Seminar (AGES) April 20-21, Alice Springs NT
RIU Sydney Resources Roundup May 4-6, Sydney NSW
Paydirt’s Battery Minerals Conference June 2, Perth WA
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2 June – Perth, Western Australia
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Charging ahead with Australia’s critical minerals industry.
www.batterymineralsconference.com
To present, exhibit or attend as a delegate please contact Namukale Nakazwe
on (+61) 8 9321 0355 or email kale@paydirt.com.au

INDEPENDENT ADVICE,

YOUR BEST INTERESTS.

We deliver cost-effective commercial and industrial property outcomes
whilst mitigating inherent risks that exist when transacting for our clients.
With over 25 years’ experience representing solely occupants,
the value in utilising ACORPP is our property knowledge and independence.
08 9389 7205

www.acorpp.com.au
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4, 5 & 6 MAY 2021
HYATT REGENCY SYDNEY,
NEW SOUTH WALES

MAJOR SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSOR

Delegate Registration
$1,375 inc GST
Includes attendance to the
presentations & exhibition
area, lunches & tea breaks
each day, plus any social
functions held in conjunction
with the Conference

Programme &
Delegate Registration:

www.riusydneyresourcesroundup.com.au

Feeling the
squeeze?
Has your D&O been subject to substantial increases
in premium or tighter restrictions in cover?
Talk to us about our competitively priced facility with cover
specifically tailored for mineral exploration risks.
The Mineral Exploration Insurance Facility has been protecting
junior explorers for nearly 15 years and is the only insurance
solution endorsed by AMEC.

To find out more give us a call:
Adam George:
P: 08 6250 8310
E: adam.george@ajg.com.au
Cover is subject to the Policy terms and conditions. You should consider if the insurance is suitable for you and read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS)
and Financial Services Guide (FSG) before making a decision to acquire insurance. These are available at www.ajg.com.au. REF2769-0920-2.2
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WELCOME TO OUR
NEW MEMBERS
FULL MEMBERS

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
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Condor Energy Services prides itself on being 100% Australian owned and 100%
Australian managed, with our offices located in Brisbane and Perth.
Condor’s capability in the mining sector is dedicated to:

• Exploration bore grouting and abandoning
• Turnkey water recycling and fluid management
• High pressure pumping (rock preconditioning)

Condor’s coil tubing units are a
positive
step-change
in
abandoning exploration bores,
able to run in or out of the bore at
an average of 1200m/hr, and can
continuously pump grout while
pulling out of the bore. As the coil
is seamless, there are no pipe
connections to makeup/break out,
significantly reducing hand and
finger injuries.

Condor’s water recycling and fluid
management consists of mine
spec Vac Trucks, collapsible fluid
ponds that can be erected in a
matter of hours, and a Team of
Environmental
Engineers
that
manage the interface between the
Mine Site and the Regulator.

Condor’s fleet of high pressure
fluid pumps
are
capable
of
pumping up to 15,000psi at a
rate of 11,000 litres/min
when
online
together, fracturing
the
toughest rock in Australia.

www.CondorEnergy.com.au
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